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FAMILY COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES

Location: MS Teams Date: March 20, 2021   Time: 10:00-3:00 pm 

Teleconference details: 

Meeting Attendees 

Department/facility co-chair: Jeneva M. Cotton Family co-chair: Loren Taylor 

Facility/council secretary: Rhonda Roberts Family secretary, if applicable: Loretta 
Pederson 

Members present: Rachel Bisbee-AHCC Rep, Janet Floyd – CBCC, Ann Horton – CCCC Rep, Gwen 
McIlveen – CRCC Rep, Felix D’Allesandro – MCC Rep, Susan Cooksey – SCCC Rep, Jason Rice – 
WCCW Rep, Wendy Dubinsky – WSP Rep, Dawn Taylor – DOC, William Copland – DOC 

Non-council members attendees: Julie Martin – Deputy Secretary DOC, Mark Kucza – Senior 
Reentry Administrator DOC, Anna Ivanov – Family Member IITS Committee, Joanna Carns – OCO 
Director, Matthias Gyde – OCO, Caitlin Robinson – OCO, James Dunivan – Enterprise Results 
Director DOC, Jeff Uttecht – CRCC Superintendent DOC, Danielle Armbruster – Assistant Secretary - 
Reentry Division DOC, Jeremy Barclay – Director - Engagement & Outreach DOC, Paige Perkinson – 
Program Specialist 4 DOC 

Agenda 

Old business 
Topic Discussion/Key Points Next Steps 

10 AM – 10:30:  
Loren Taylor, Family 
Co-Chair Jeneva 
Cotton, DOC Co-
Chair   

Roll Call and meeting setup; Welcome and 
Announcements 

DOC will no longer be sending out mass 
invites for SFC meetings. 

Elected officers held pre-SFC-meeting 
Executive Session earlier this month. 
Reviewed LFC and SFC responsibilities 
and ground rules. Updated ground rules to 
reflect the needs of virtual meetings to 
make things run more smoothly, especially 
in cases of difficult discussion topics. 
[Attachment 1] 

Post-meeting update submitted by DOC's 
Dawn Taylor to let families know progress 
on Family Services Guide working group: 

Family Services Guidebook and DOC 
Policy Family Services 
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• Thank you to those who have signed up
for the workgroup or have provided
input

• Deadline was extended through 3/10
• Meetings are set up for next week
• Thank you for all of those who

submitted ideas.  Some like MCC held a
sub-workgroup to review documents
and collective submit response.

• All information submitted will be
considered

• Please feel free to continue to submit
through the next week.

10:30 am – 10:45 
am IITS Update 
Anna Ivanov    

Securus (JPay) is who DOC has chosen, 
but selection is tentative, we will have to 
negotiate to ensure they will accept terms 
of DOC contract. 

Tablets will be provided by Securus 
instead of families paying. Funding will be 
coming out of IIBF. DOC will be charged 
with distribution of tablets. Tablets will 
have phone app. DOC would like to 
eliminate phone lines and all stakeholders 
have learned importance of 
communication. Wi-Fi coverage will be 
facility-wide, including yards and gyms. 
Also, in IMU there will be JPay kiosks and 
Wi-Fi for tablets, but it is not yet formalized 
to what degree DOC will be allowing tablet 
use for those in IMU. 

Securus is wanting to limit data capacity, 
DOC and Anna are pushing back. Would 
impose limits on things like video grams or 
how many photos/messages people can 
keep on their tablets. Anna pushing to at 
least make it so the incarcerated can pick 
and choose which things they keep and 
which they delete. This is something they 
are working through in negotiations. 

JPay will own the tablets and will be 
responsible for replacing broken tablets. 
But DOC will be provided with a certain 
inventory that will exceed the quantity of 
incarcerated people to replace tablets that 
are not "intentionally broken". Families 

Questions: 
So they’ll only be able to rent a 
tablet?  
Yes 

Will we be able to add phone 
time to multiple inmates?  
This is up to DOC, not Securus. 
I haven’t heard anything on this 
topic yet. 

If all tablets will be loaners, how 
will the cost of tablets that have 
been purchased be 
reimbursed? 
The cost of tablets will be 
coming out of IIBF and the 
tablets will remain property of 
Securus. 

If the Wi-Fi goes down, that 
means they won't be able to 
make calls from the tablet. Will 
there still regular phones for 
them to make calls?  
Yes 

Is there an eta on the old JPay 
players not being able to be 
used.  
They will be used up until the 
new tablets are provided and 
new infrastructure is installed. 

I'm also concerned with one 
provider being used for both 
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have concerns about what will be 
perceived as "intentional destruction". 

Kiosks' main purpose will be for video 
visits. Syncing of tablets will occur over 
Wi-Fi rather than kiosks.  

Details have not been discussed about 
initial tablet distribution, but Anna says 
IITS team will not agree to refurbished 
tablets. Will require Securus to give new 
tablets. Old tablets can be mailed out to 
families or stored in long-term property 
storage. 

Kiosk quantity will likely be added in areas 
where they are not present, such as 
infirmaries. Probably will have at least two 
kiosks in every living unit. 

There is discussion of an education app 
on the tablet, but IITS team needs to 
determine whether this app would just be 
an empty shell that requires a community 
college to provide the content. Will be 
working with DOC Administrator of 
Educational Services Loretta Taylor to 
determine what the quality of these 
services would be. If the app is subpar, 
may need to demand different type. 

Tom Fithian would be DOC person in 
charge of all things Securus, but Anna 
keeps pressing for an actual contract 
manager to ensure quality and contract 
terms compliance. 

modes of communication, has 
this been discussed yet?  
This was the decision made by 
DOC from the beginning of the 
project. DOC prefers to 
manage one contract over two. 

So Securus will not be the 
owners on them?  
The tablets will be owned by 
Securus. IIs will be “renting” 
them 

Is there any reason to send 
JPay5 tablets home or store in 
property?  Can they be adapted 
for use outside prison?  If not, 
why save?  
Yes, there will effectively be no 
use for these tablets. The most 
important point is that Securus 
has to make 100% of II 
people’s data available on the 
new platform. 

1:15 pm – 1:30 pm 
OCO Update 
Joanna Carns and 
Matthias Gyde, 
OCO Director 

Recent OCO reports on staff use of 
restraint chairs and use of force (see OCO 
website for reports): 

Mr. Gyde has done an analysis of DOC 
use of restraint chairs in mental health and 
self-harm crises scenarios. He has 
consulted with Western State hospital on 
their use of these chairs.  
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There were use of force cases against 
black men and all occurred at SCCC. 
Video footage absent for some of the 
instances. OCO concluded that incidents 
were all ones that could have been 
avoided or that were instigated by staff. 

Tertiary (third level) targets: head, neck, 
not supposed to be a target in use of 
force. Herzog has agreed to enhance 
training on that, and to ensure that 
problem video cameras in facilities are 
checked on every shift, to ensure a 
supervisor is present to keep these 
situations from going off the rails. 

Amend and OCO are working with DOC 
and other external experts are working on 
training DOC staff in alternative de-
escalation techniques. Showing the WA 
DOC staff videos of transition in Oregon 
system, where things start out with riot 
gear and cell extractions, but transition to 
de-escalation techniques without riot gear. 
Evidently this is a powerful and compelling 
video. 

2:00 pm – 2:45 pm 
Survey Results 
Loretta Pedersen, 
Family Secretary 

Survey results for agenda survey 
[Attachment 4] 

Families would like to see more items on 
the agenda pertaining to mental health 
and learning disabilities and the needs of 
these populations in the prisons. The 
elderly as well. 

The more standing items we have, the 
less time we have for roundtable 
discussion or emergent issues. Today we 
had four major topics. That's probably as 
much as we can handle. 

Some families would like an open 
discussion roundtable. Idea: If we do add 
a roundtable, maybe have questions 
emailed the day before as it’s difficult to 
keep things orderly in a virtual meeting 
especially with phone call-ins. Get a 
process together to enable people to bring 
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issues to their elected rep to guide the 
roundtable discussion. Maybe email sent 
out in days before an SFC meeting or 
having a general Family Council email 
address where anyone can submit 
questions for the roundtable or for DOC to 
send out answers to questions. Maybe 
create a rep responsibilities document to 
guide reps in how to collect input from 
LFCs. Executive session meeting with 
reps is also a place to raise such 
concerns. 

We need to have questions ready for a 
facilitated roundtable discussion, so 
presenters don't feel unprepared or 
attacked. What do we want out of the 
roundtables: To be heard? Resolution? 
Policy participation?  

Working groups: Keeping them small but 
diverse. 

New business 
Topic Discussion/Key Points Next Steps 

10:45 am – 11:15 
am New Prison’s 
Leadership Julie 
Martin, Deputy 
Secretary 

Rob Herzog (Assistant Secretary) will 
be retiring this year after a 39-year 
career. DOC will be doing open 
recruitment for this position and will 
have diverse interview panel. They will 
be asking for at least one SFC 
member to be on interview panel. 
Recruitment will go live perhaps later 
this month. The recruitment request 
will be sent to SFC. 

The DOC submits their own 
recommended candidate to 
Governor's office.  

Workforce Diversity and Talent 
Acquisition Manager Lolo Arevalo 
helps to identify. 

DOC will use process similar for what 
they used when selecting the 
Assistant Secretary for Health 
Services. National search. Interview 
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panel including some external 
stakeholders. DOC's Exec Strategic 
Team would identify their preferred 
candidate, who should be skilled, 
highly recommended, good fit, able to 
work in collaboration with rest of Exec 
Strategic Team. Also, would meet with 
DOC HR, and then share final pick 
with governor’s office. External 
stakeholders are on interview panels, 
DOC presents governor with a 
summary of the external stakeholders' 
preferences. 

DOC usually selects an Assistant 
Secretary after selecting Secretary, 
but so many challenges right now 
(COVID, Amend, VERA, etc.) that 
DOC wants to be more active in the 
short run with this.   

Updates on vaccines and visitation: 
Governor's press conference on 18th: 
by end of this month all incarcerated 
will be able to have vaccine if they 
want it. Has been the two-dose 
Moderna vaccine thus far but have 
started to receive a small quantity of 
the Johnson & Johnson vaccine. The 
patients will get to pick which vaccine 
they want once they have enough of 
both.  

Visitation: Citing new variants and 
vaccine reluctance among prisoners 
for reasoning for no contact visits. 
DOC is hoping that by the end of April 
they will be able to open no-contact 
visiting but hasn't been approved yet. 
DOC waits three weeks past 
introduction of a new phase from the 
Governor to make their own transition 
to a new operational phase. Families 
raise concerns about DOC interfering 
with or delaying physical contact visits 
longer than necessary. Julie Martin 
reassures us that DOC is committed 
to returning to contact visits as soon 
as public health allows. 
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DOC is not going to require people to 
be vaccinated to access the same 
kind of visiting program vaccinated 
people have. 

Update from Jeremy Barclay: 20 
vaccinations donated by Muckleshoot 
tribe: 17 Muckleshoot incarcerated 
people were offered vaccinations, 14 
decided to accept. The Muckleshoot 
tribe approved remaining vaccines 
being donated to those prisoners on 
the DOC's priority list. Puyallup tribe is 
going to give enough vaccines to 
cover incarcerated Puyallup people. 

11:15 am – 12:00 
pm Amend Project 
James Dunivan, 
Enterprise Results 
Director 

James Dunivan is project manager on 
DOC side for work with Amend. 

Amend one-pager summary. 
[Attachment 2] University of California 
San Francisco medical staff, partners 
with Norwegian correctional system to 
re-envision US jail and prison 
systems. Health First models. Amend 
provides virtual and in-person training, 
Participatory Action Framework 
model. 

Amend is working with DOC on a 
quarterly academic calendar. That 
works with Reentry Council, 
Teamsters 117, legislators, Disability 
Rights WA, OCO, etc. Look at 
providing a fall quarter training. 

Dunivan summaries: Amend 
demonstrates that dehumanization 
and punitive environment have been 
counterproductive to rehabilitation. 
Burnout and high turnover also make 
prisons miserable for staff. Stress-
related health and mental health 
problems among both the 
incarcerated and staff. Correctional 
officers have lowest life expectancy of 
any work group in the nation. Amend 
is trying to help DOC and other 
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Washington state stakeholders 
address this. 

Amend tries to address well-being of 
both prisoners and staff to address the 
issues. Amend applies lessons 
learned from other jurisdictions to 
develop program objectives for 
Washington DOC. 

Dunivan states that regulatory training 
was DOC's approach for several 
decades, regulation and policy driven. 
This is a dramatically new approach.  

Amend works in other jurisdictions 
and has reduced use of solitary, 
reduced punitive responses, 
emphasized forward progression and 
positive transition back to community. 

More engaging and fulfilling careers 
for correctional employees. 

DOC has contract through fall of 2021 
with Amend. Training platform, 
academies, training department, work 
release programs, and women's 
program at WCCW. These are areas 
of contract focus. DOC has entered 
data-sharing agreement with Amend 
which will allow Amend professionals 
to evaluate data, including long-term 
effectiveness evaluation.  

Amend's model starts on staff training 
first, since it translates to the most 
effective. No more check-the-box 
regulatory stuff. What motivates an 
employee? What makes their job 
meaningful? Educate staff on dynamic 
security and engaging with prisoners 
in a more humanistic way. Create an 
environment that enhances 
everyone's safety and well-being. Give 
the incarcerated more opportunities to 
make their own decisions about where 
they want to go with their 
programming and transitions back into 
the community. Change the focus on 
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catching people doing things wrong 
and putting them back in prison when 
they are in work release. Try a 
different approach instead of relying 
on major infractions and returns to 
total confinement. How to motivate 
people and prepare them to make 
better decisions while on work 
release. Normalization: 
Communications based methods to 
addressing behavioral problems 
instead of punitive approach. 
Emphasis on slowing down instead of 
taking hasty punitive actions. Not 
treating everything as if it is an urgent 
security matter. Slow the pace, allow 
the incarcerated to come to their own 
conclusions about better decision 
making. Developing better 
relationships between the 
incarcerated and correctional staff. 
Getting veteran corrections staff not to 
see this as a red flag: creating 
personal but professional 
relationships, not compromised 
inappropriate personal relationships. 

Introducing a different way of doing 
business through training platform to 
build awareness in staff in what they 
actually practice.  

Launched in-service two-hour 
dynamic security online training 
several months ago. Trying to expose 
staff to the basic concepts. Six hours 
of in-service training starting 2022 to 
focus on these concepts. Crew of 
trainers from Norwegian system are 
working with DOC's training 
department. Also have some trainers 
from other US jurisdictions that are 
further along in this work with Amend. 

"Essential Skills for Supervisors" - 
Training for supervisors so they will be 
up to date on what their new 
employees are learning in academy. 
Boosters for current supervisors. 
Leadership course for those entering 
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management positions. Correctional 
Worker CORE (basic academy) - five-
week training. Amend and DOC will 
be reforming that curriculum. Amend 
emphasizes scenario-based training, 
which is different from what DOC is 
used to. Will be adding that approach 
to their academy. Medical angle focus 
on health and well-being throughout. 
Emphasizing the effect all this will 
have on correctional officer well-being 
is key to buy-in and effectiveness.  

Conversations instead of directives 
and punitive actions: Traditionally, 
correctional staff would perceive this 
as compromising an appropriate 
professional relationship with the 
incarcerated. Re-envisioning what a 
professional relationship is: personal 
but appropriate. Personal, but not 
private. 

Five-year plan for all this training 
reform. 

Revision of disciplinary WACs for 
work releases to get back to what the 
purpose of those work release centers 
is supposed to be. Less reliance on 
sending people back to total 
confinement. Shift away from treating 
partial confinement as if it is total 
confinement. Reform of partial-
confinement environment with 
Amend's guidance and Norwegian 
correctional professionals and trainers 
from two other US jurisdictions. 
Training for the twelve work release 
supervisors. Involving them in the 
WAC revisions. DOC will be selecting 
three pilot sites. Tailoring the program 
based on the needs of the people 
going through it. Behavior Observation 
Entries (BOEs), classification, jobs will 
be areas of focus as well.  

Women's program at WCCW. They 
(Amend) have done this work at many 
other facilities nationwide. Gender-
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responsive policies. Developing 
disciplinary and classification 
processes that make sense for 
women's needs. Initial scoping 
meeting for this with Jeneva, Amend, 
and WCCW leadership will happen in 
late March.  

Cyrus at Amend is Dunivan's contact, 
quarterly meetings for the training part 
of the work. Will probably have these 
quarterly meetings for the women's 
work too. 

Getting correctional officer buy-in: Not 
implementing it as a top-down 
program. Look for "early adopters" to 
reach out to. Start with supervisors 
and key staff in training. Will be 
looking for the eager staff during 
trainings who seem receptive to 
engage them and give them an 
important role in implementation. DOC 
will "help people find other posts" if 
they feel they can't get onboard with 
new vision. Amend calls it 
"reeducation". A big shift in training 
platform. DOC has to undo its own 
emphasis on directive-based 
operations in the staff members' 
understanding of what has to be the 
approach. Amend emphasizes 
"huddling" with staff. Not dumping the 
bucket of water on their heads, but 
gradually easing them in. 

Suzanne Cook was family member 
who participated in the fall immersion 
project. She suggests that she and 
Dunivan report back to SFC on how 
the Amend work goes. Dunivan 
agrees, says he will pass this request 
on to Cyrus. 

Amend and Norwegian trainings have 
been successful at breaking down 
barriers with those staff members who 
are resistant at first. 
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12:30 pm – 1:15 pm 
Risk Assessment 
Process Mark 
Kucza, Senior 
Reentry 
Administrator 

Kucza last presented to us about 
Washington ONE risk assessment 
program in 2018. Resources allocated 
to "those at highest risk to reoffend". 
Interventions to target substance 
abuse, etc. Criminogenic needs. 
Thinking for a Change, etc. Guide 
case managers in "identifying a 
person's learning style" and matching 
them with a case plan. Consistency in 
program details with some individual 
customization allowed. Please see Mr. 
Kucza's presentation for info on how 
DOC has transformed its risk 
assessment approach over time. 

Static portion of assessment tool: 
Based on felony and misdemeanor 
convictions. Two-year follow-up. 
Transition to standardized process for 
all correctional jurisdictions statewide. 

[Attachment 3] 

Over 100,000 case outcomes data 
have been used to validate the 
system. 

Dynamic correctional events help to 
improve predictive accuracy. Virtual 
visitation data have not been included 
in these assessments. 

WA ONE is not used for those with 
sex convictions. Static 99 (staff must 
be certified to carry out this 
assessment) and Stable 2007 

Questions: 

When is that DV assessment tool 
expected to begin being used? 
The department is currently working 
with the legislature concerning the 
design and development of this 
tool.  My understanding is that once 
the WSIPP third party independent 
review of the Washington ONE is 
completed, the department intends 
to pursue an RFP process to 
identify someone to assist with the 
design, development and 
implementation of the tool.      

WA One is aligned with 
programming - low risk = no 
programming - which tends to 
eliminate positive programming for 
those with long sentences or 
LWOP.  Can you speak to this risk 
assessment driving needed 
programming but denying the 
opportunity? 
There is no blanket rule which says 
that everyone who is identified as 
lower risk based upon the 
Washington ONE assessment may 
not participate in any 
programming.  The Washington 
ONE is an assessment tool which 
helps to inform these 
decisions.  The Washington ONE is 
not the exclusive method by which 
someone may be identified for 
“programming”, which itself, means 
a number of things.  In some cases, 
there are other assessment tools 
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Revised is then applied once they 
enter programming. 
 
Current incarcerated people are 
placed into categories based on data 
patterns for past people under DOC 
jurisdiction (and relevant research 
used to make the models). 
 
ESB 1517 bill created mandate for a 
domestic violence (DV) risk 
assessment tool to be created. 
WSIPP is carrying out a third-party 
review, will then likely put out an 
Request for Proposal (RFP) to create 
new tool. Certification and standards 
established by DOH will be used to 
develop DV programming.  
 
Gender-responsivity components will 
likely be added after WSIPP 
assessment of current WA ONE. 
 
Similar tools can be used to predict 
risk to recidivate and conduct while 
incarcerated ("institutional 
misconduct"), so future versions of 
tool might be used in both custody 
and risk classifications. 
 
When a dynamic tool is used, there is 
a quality assurance component that is 
essential that must be included. Case 
management services unit at DOC: 
ten staff at DOC who work with case 
managers and review WA ONE 
performance. Guide case managers in 
fidelity for handling the WA ONE tool. 
 
Families suggest that tool developers 
get feedback from the incarcerated 
who have experienced it. DOC agrees 
that this would be good to do. 
 
Families questions how the 
incarcerated can improve their 
assessment outcomes when factors 
like victim input and other factors will 
always result in a high-risk outcome, 

and processes which are used 
specific to an individual’s 
circumstances.  Those requiring 
basic education are identified at 
reception for education 
services.  Persons convicted of a 
sex offense or an offense involving 
sexual motivation are assessed and 
may be identified for treatment 
using the STATIC-99 specific to risk 
to sexually recidivate, because the 
Washington ONE does not assess 
for sexual recidivism.  Persons who 
have indications that they may have 
a substance use disorder may be 
clinically assessed for and identified 
for treatment. This can include 
LWOP individuals if recent 
infraction behavior is identified 
during the classification review 
process and treatment is requested 
and indicated.  In addition, for some 
persons who are under the 
jurisdiction of the ISRB 
(determinate plus or Juvenile Board 
cases) or who may be petitioning 
for a pardon or clemency may be 
identified using a multi-method 
assessment for participation in 
certain, specific programming as 
required by or at the 
recommendation of those 
bodies.  These are assessments by 
trained clinicians who administer a 
battery of tests as well as an 
intensive clinical interview. 
 
What triggers a re-assessment? 
Please see DOC 320.400, Risk and 
Needs Assessment (Section III, A., 
B., C., and D.), which sets forth the 
reassessment expectations for 
details concerning 
reassessments.  In general, 
reassessments are to take place at 
6-month intervals; although a case 
manager may conduct a 
reassessment anytime they 
determine that it is beneficial to 
case management efforts. 
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regardless of pro-social activities 
during incarceration. What is the 
incentive to try if there is no reward?  
 
Contact RLC - From DOC's info 
publication: "To accommodate the 
Norming Period, DOC is distinguishing 
between the reassessment RLC, 
which DOC will measure for research 
purposes and what is called a 
“Contact RLC,” which will continue to 
be used for the same purposes an 
RLC is used today such as your 
priority for programs, your release 
plan, or minimum contact standards in 
the community. Once your case 
manager (Community Corrections 
Officer or Classification Counselor) 
completes your initial Washington 
ONE assessment, your RLC may 
change and will be shown as the 
“Contact RLC.” While reassessments 
will be conducted by your case 
manager during the Norming Period, 
your Contact RLC will not change 
again during that time unless there is 
a new, verified criminal conviction." 
 
Risk Need Responsivity Principles - 
Tools assess both risk and need. "We 
need to act in a manner that responds 
to what the tool tells us." DOC 
prioritizes the highest risk people for 
intervention programs, which means 
lower risk people get excluded from 
programming.   
 

 

1:30 pm – 1:45 pm 
Communication 
Guidelines Jeneva 
Cotton, DOC Co-
Chair 

Jeneva's updates on communications: 
Discussions with officers of LFCs and 
SFCs with requests on how 
communications are shared. DOC will 
begin using BCC in emails to families 
so that recipients' personal contact 
info will not be shared. (Elected reps 
will still have their contact info posted 
on DOC website.) 
 
Families request that timely memos of 
interest on any DOC topic be posted 
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in a consolidated subpage on DOC 
website.  
 

2:45 pm – 3:00 pm 
Wrap-up May 
Agenda Items Loren 
Taylor, Family Co-
Chair Jeneva 
Cotton, DOC Co-
Chair 

Get OCO's Q and Rachael Seevers' 
tentative availability and then loop 
Jeneva in to get relevant DOC staff on 
the discussion group too. (Dr. Adrian 
Thompson, for example.) 
 
Equity Diversion Inclusion Respect: 
DOC's program for equity in staff, 
work with Dr. Karen Johnson in the 
past. Now in the final phases of new 
policies about equity and anti-
discrimination. Dr. Johnson had 
started that work, now Dr. Adrian 
Thompson will be continuing her work. 
 
Different rules and regulations for 
different categories of staff might 
make it trickier for some types of staff 
to come to SFC meetings. Let Jeneva 
know specific job categories you 
would like to be at meeting  and she 
will do what she can do. 
 

      

 

Next meeting location: MS Teams Date: May 15, 2021 Time: 10:00AM-3:00PM 

Comments:        
The contents of this document may be eligible for public disclosure.  Social Security Numbers are considered confidential information and 
will be redacted in the event of such a request.  This form is governed by Executive Order 00-03, RCW 42.56, and RCW 40.14.  Upon 
completion, the data classification category may change. 
 
Distribution:  ORIGINAL - Family council co-chairs 
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Updated 03/19/2021 

 Be Respectful
ᵒ Raise your “virtual hand”
ᵒ Wait until called upon to speak
ᵒ Avoid interrupting/speaking over others

 Practice Active Listening
ᵒ Listen with intent to understand, not intent to reply

 No Sidebars/Side Conversations
ᵒ Chat Box is considered “side bar”
ᵒ Questions to presenters in Chat Box addressed as able

  Assume Positive Intent / Be Non-Judgmental
ᵒ Choose not to pass judgment based on personal beliefs
ᵒ When you assume negative intent, you’re angry. If you take

away that anger and assume positive intent, you’ll be 
amazed. ~ Indra Nooyi 

 Be Understanding
ᵒ Understanding means you comprehend something.
ᵒ To Be Understanding is to have a ‘sympathetic awareness or

tolerance’ 
 Be Willing to Compromise

 o Both sides willing to meet somewhere in the middle
 Be Transparent and Flexible

ᵒ Remain honest with words and intent
ᵒ Be adaptable to differences and/or changes

 Take a Time Out when Needed
ᵒ Turn off video/microphone, get up & move around, rejoin

GROUND RULES 
for Virtual Attendance 

STATEWIDE and LOCAL FAMILY COUNCILS 



LOCAL	FAMILY	COUNCIL	
(LFC) 

1. Come together for the betterment of  our loved
ones.

2. Identify issues that affect relationships with  loved
ones.

3. Resolve issues that can be handled on a local level.

4. Communicate with LFC Statewide Rep to bring is-
sues to the STATEWIDE Family Council that can-
not be resolved  at the local level.

5. Local family council members are to be support
and encouragement to families at the facility.

6. Partner with facility leadership teams to improve
programs and opportunities.



STATEWIDE	FAMILY	COUNCIL	
(SFC) 

 

1.  Working Collaboratively: 

  Local Family Council 

  Statewide Family Council 

  Department of  Corrections 
 

2.  Bring forward unresolved or global issues from 
 Local Family Council 

 

3.    Bring issues for Legislation 
 

4.  Share information and successes 
 

5. Provide policy input 
 

6. Presentation on outcomes, issues, and concerns        
 (w/follow-up) 
 

7.  Action item list that is followed and tracked 
 

8. How do we exhaust issues? 

 



DEPARTMENT	OF	CORRECTIONS	

(DOC) 

1.  Co-facilitate council meetings. 
 

2.  Help resolve relevant issues that cannot be resolved 
 at the LFC/SFC. 

 

3.  Celebrate Success! 
 

4.  Be the change agent:                                          
  Work toward standardization   

 

5.  Document across all facility policies, procedure, 
 memorandums.   

 

6.  Safety of  family members, incarcerated loved 
 ones, and staff.  

 

7. Improving living standards for incarcerated loved 
 ones.  
 

8. Support health and wellness including behavioral 
 and mental health. 
 

9.  Implement through collaboration: 

  - a Decision Tree 



AHCC CBCC CCCC CRCC LCC MCC MCCW OCC SCCC WCC WCCW WSP

MCCW OCC SCCC WCC WCCW WSP

AHCC CBCC CCCC CRCC LCC MCC

Assistant  Assistant Assistant Assistant Assistant
Secretary Secretary Secretary Secretary Secretary
Prisons Re‐Entry Admin. Health CCD

Operations Services

Executive Strategy Team

COMMUNICATION
Statewide Family Council, Local Administration, Local Family Council

DOC 
Secretary

CO‐Chairs

SFC 
Secretary

APPROVE
Implement

DENY
Message

Statewide Family Council:  14 Voting Members

Local Family Councils
Facility 

Superintendents
Facility 

Superintendents
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 https://amend.us 

 
 
The Problem  
 

Over recent decades, American society – in media, criminal justice practice, and federal and state policy - has 
dehumanized criminal justice-involved people and ushered in an era of mass incarceration. In turnb, correctional 
agencies have become increasingly punitive and siloed rehabilitative programming within a broader correctional 
culture designed to punish and degrade. The work of supporting rehabilitation among incarcerated people – 
work akin to public health and education – has been deeply devalued and under-resourced. Stress, burnout, and 
turnover typify the correctional workforce in many U.S. systems from uniformed staff to health and human 
services professionals.  
 
Far too often, American prisons, jails, and reentry centers have a profoundly adverse impact on the health and 
well-being of the people who live or work inside them. Physical and psychological violence are everyday 
occurrences. Self-harm, trauma, early onset and poor management of chronic health conditions, and new or 
worsening mental health conditions are common among incarcerated people. For those who work in American 
correctional facilities, stress-related health conditions are disproportionately prevalent as are substance use 
disorders, anxiety, and depression; correctional officers have the lowest life expectancy of any occupational 
group in the nation.  
 
As these trends continue, there is little evidence that mass incarceration and a punitive culture of corrections 
have served the public safety. Rather, a rising mountain of research describes the devastating impacts our 
correctional systems have had on community health, family cohesion, and individual well-being.  
 
 
AMEND’s approach 
 

AMEND at UCSF is a physician-led public health program that partners with the Norwegian Correctional Service 
and others to advance culture change in U.S. jails and prisons with the aim of fundamentally transforming them 
into centers of  health, healing, and rehabilitation. We work with correctional systems that are committed to 
serving on the leading edge of the movement to re-envision U.S. jails and prisons by establishing innovative, 
health-first models of correctional policy and practice. To achieve this vision, we deploy a mix of virtual and in-
person re-training and education programs, demonstration projects, and rigorous evaluation using a 
participatory action research framework. Via our emerging AMEND Ambassador program, we also empower 
directly impacted people (correctional staff, formerly incarcerated people, and others) with the training and 
opportunities they need to drive the national conversation on transformational change in our jails and prisons.  
 
 
AMEND’s impact 
 

The AMEND program is tailored to the pressing needs and opportunities of our specific partners and facilities. As 
a result, some AMEND projects have focused on – and achieved – dramatic reductions in violence and the use of 
dehumanizing and violent correctional practices like solitary confinement. Others have achieved improved 
readiness for reentry among incarcearated people via a better trained and engaged workforce and expanded 
opportunities  for personal growth. Whereever we work, AMEND empowers incarcerated people to play a more 
direct role in their health and rehabilitation and elevates professionals working in corrections to realize more 
engaging, fulfilling, and healthy careers. Staff and incarcerated people engaged with AMEND report significant 
improvements in their health, well-being, and sense of empowerment in their daily work. 
 

To learn more, visit our website: https://amend.us  

3333 California St, Ste 380, San Francisco, CA 94118 amend.us 415-502-3628 
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Continuous Case Management And Washington ONE 
Assessment

Statewide Family Council, March 20th, 2020
Mark Kucza

Risk Need Responsivity

2

Fidelity

Professional
Discretion

Responsivity

Need

Risk
Make informed 

decisions 

Who to target 
for intervention

What Need(s) 
to focus on 

How to target 
Need(s)

Adherence to 
program principles

1998 Level of Service 
Inventory Revised
 Dynamic tool
 Required extensive 

narratives
 Subjective
 Based on Canadian 

sample population

1999 Offender Accountability Act
 Required DOC to assess risk based 

on previous harm they have caused 
and risk for re‐offense

 Required more resources be 
allocated to those with higher risk 
to reoffend

 Provided DOC with jurisdiction 
over field violations 

2001 Risk Management Identification
 Introduced classifications of RMA, 

RMB, RMC, and RMD
 Included classification of harm done 

including damage to victims and 
society

200119991998 3

Historical Perspective

1

2

3
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20092008

2009 ESSB 5288
• Required focus on higher risk individuals
• Removed requirement for supervision 

on some lower risk individuals
• Required an assessment tool 

recommended by WSIPP

2008 Static Risk Assessment 
 Static
 Assesses risk to reoffend

2008 Offender Needs Assessment
 Dynamic
 Assesses criminogenic need

Historical Perspective con’t

 More accurately predict likelihood of recidivism

 Replace guesswork with data

 Help reduce recidivism

 Help reduce disparities among individuals

 Improve system transparency

 Enhance resource allocation

5

Validated RNR Tools 

6

 Why felony/gross misdemeanor convictions only?

 Why two‐year follow up?

 How are crimes categorized?

Validated RNR Tools 

4

5

6
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ONE
Washington

7

Risk Classification
o Risk to Recidivate
o Criminogenic Needs
o Responsivity

9

Washington ONE

Verified Criminal 
Convictions

Time Since Last 
Conviction

Infractions

Prison Visits

STG Membership

Completed 
Programming Attitudes & Behaviors

Education/Vocational

Residential

Employment

Social Influences

Substance Abuse

Mental Health

Aggression

Domains
Criminal 

Conviction Record
Correctional 

Events

7

8

9
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Establishes the 
criminogenic need levels

Need 
Assessment

Predicts Risk to Reoffend
(Not Outcomes)

Risk 
Assessment

10

Washington ONE

11

Continuous Case Plan

High Need Areas

Goals Long‐Term

Objectives Short‐Term

Positive and Negative 
Consequences

Formal and Informal 
InterventionsAttitudes & Behaviors

Education/Vocational

Residential

Employment

Social Influences

Substance Abuse

Mental Health

Aggression

Domains Goals And Objectives

Future Work

Custody Classification
o Proper Custody Designation
o Proper Location
o Custody Movement based upon:

• Positive as well as negative behaviors

10

11

12
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Future Work Cont.

Gender Responsivity
o Include updated Modeling

• Washington ONE Revisions
• New Custody Classification Tools

Future Work Cont.

Case Management
o Risk Classification and Custody Classification

• Will both inform Case Plan

Questions?

13

14

15
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Results of Round 2 LFC Survey 
Votes for 2021 SFC Agenda Topics

Survey was distributed via email by LFC reps to SFC and by the four regional DOC Family 
Services Unit employees, as well as via links posted in various unofficial SFC and LFC family 
support Facebook groups. Survey asked families to vote on topics suggested through the 
free response questions in the Round 1 survey, which was distributed after the January SFC 

meeting via the SFC and LFC email lists.

The following slides present families votes on the agenda topics families 
proposed by survey question. After going through them, we will need to 

decide how many of the top items we can fit into the May, July, 
September, and November SFC meetings. Keep in mind that we tend to 
accomplish more when we have a fewer quantity of items on each 

agenda. 

Respondents by facility

1

2

3
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4

5

6
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7

8

9
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Families have voted to include one Equity & Inclusion topic slot on the 
remaining four 2021 SFC agendas.

How many additional topics do we feel we can cover per agenda?

And how should we adjust our plan if any emergent issues come up that 
need to be added? 

10

11
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